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Abstract. In this article we propose a novel approach, enabled by software
agents, in mobile service provisioning process: energy-efficient collaborative
downloading. The main idea is that mobile users, represented with their agents
and corresponding profiles, interested in the same content download some parts
directly from a service server and others afterwards locally exchange among
themselves to reduce overall energy consumption. Collaborative downloading
is formed as an auction where mobile users’ agents compete to determine which
parts of a requested content to download directly from the service server and
which to exchange with other users. Our main motivation for conceiving
collaborative downloading was to lower the overall energy consumption of
users’ mobile devices. Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed
innovation can save up to 75% of the energy of mobile devices’ batteries.
Keywords: user collaboration, software agents, self-organization, ad hoc
network, mobile service provisioning, energy-efficiency.

1 Introduction
The emergence of the Next Generation Network (NGN) has enabled provisioning of
advanced services to mobile users [1] but also provoked a growth of mobile services’
complexity [2]. With a growth of mobile services’ complexity, there is a need for
larger battery capacities and/or lower energy consumption [3]. This article proposes a
novel approach, enabled by software agents, in mobile service provisioning: energyefficient collaborative downloading. Concept of collaboration among users while
downloading is not a novel one. In [4] is proposed SPAWN, a cooperative strategy for
content delivery and sharing in future vehicular networks. However, the idea behind
the SPAWN is communication efficient, while our innovation in mobile service
provisioning is motivated by achieving energy efficiency. VC-MAC mechanisms
introduced in [5] are for a novel protocol that utilizes the concept of cooperative
communication tailored for vehicular networks. While VC-MAC leverages the
broadcast nature of the wireless medium to maximize the system throughput, our
approach utilizes the same concept to achieve better energy-efficiency by building
Bluetooth ad hoc network. Bluetooth network extends and complements the General
Packet Radio Service (GPRS) mobile network, but consumes much less energy than
GPRS-based communication (shown in Tab. 1 [6]).

Table 1. Energy consumption in GPRS and Bluetooth networks [6]

Bluetooth
GPRS

Send (µjoules/bit)
0.064
15.647

Recieve (µjoules/bit)
0.064
1.422

2 System Architecture
The proposed system architecture is illustrated in Fig. 1. Let
denote
the set of mobile users that are subscribers of a certain telco and let
denote a set of mobile users in one mobile ad hoc network. Set is always a subset of
set , while
. On the service server (e.g. telco’s server or 3rd party
provider’s server) content is divided into smaller parts
.

Figure 1 System architecture

2.1 User and Service Profiles
Each mobile user is presented by user profile while each service is represented with
service profile. In our system, these profiles are based on the Composite
Capabilities/Preferences Profile (CC/PP) and User Agent Profile (UAProf) standards.
Semantic matchmaking is the process of comparing two objects represented through
semantic profiles, resulting with a number within a certain interval. In our case, we
compare doubles user-service and rate their similarity with a number between 0 and 1
(our matchmaking algorithm is presented in [7] and [8]). Such comparison enables the
telco (i.e. mobile service provider) to enhance the provisioning of group-oriented
services.

2.2 Agent-enabled User Clustering
A software agent [9][10][11] is a program which autonomously acts on behalf of its
principal, while carrying out complex information and communication tasks that have
been delegated to it. From the owner’s point of view, agents improve her/his
efficiency by reducing the time required to execute personal and/or business tasks. A
system composed of several software agents, collectively capable of reaching goals
that are difficult to achieve by an individual agent or a monolithic system, is called a
Multi-Agent System (MAS) [12].
Agent communication has to be regulated by a certain set of rules in order to
effectively conduct a conversation. This necessity compelled Foundation for
Intelligent Physical Agents1 (FIPA) to develop Agent Communication Language2
(ACL). The ACL defines universal message format and provides protocols for a great
variety of possible situations.
An agent must possess some intelligence grounded on its knowledge base,
reasoning mechanisms and learning capabilities. The intelligence of an agent is a
prerequisite for all its other characteristics. Depending on the assignment of a
particular agent, there are differences in types of information contained in its
knowledge base. However, generally this information can be divided into two parts –
the owner’s profile and the agent’s knowledge about its environment. It is very
important to notice that the agent's knowledge base does not contain static
information. Adversely, the agent continuously updates its owner’s profile according
to its owner’s latest needs.
The proposed MAS is consisted of six different types of agents:

Repository Agent (RA). The RA receives user profiles from Provider Agent
and stores them into a semantic database. Additionally, the RA implements
the algorithm for user clustering (i.e. the identification of a set of
mobile
users which are physically close to each other and interested in the similar
service). Although the calculation of set from set can be done in various
ways, for user clustering we are using following steps:
1. calculating similarities between the service profile and each user
profile within the required distance (see [7] and [8]);
2. ranking users according to semantic similarities in a descending
order;
3. possible candidates are determined by setting a similarity threshold
(i.e. 60% of the highest value);
4. enquiring possible candidates about their interest in the service;
5. all the possible candidates who answered affirmative are added to the
set .

Provider Agent (PA). The PA manages users’ profiles and communicates with
the RA and SA.

1

Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents: http://www.fipa.org

2

ACL specification: http://www.fipa.org/specs/fipa00061/XC00061E.html






Server Agent (SA). The SA sends REQUEST (for group) message to PA
requesting for group. After RA makes semantic matchmaking and group
formation, PA sends names of users in group to SA. Each mobile user is
represented by her/his MA.
Mobile Agents (MAs). The MA receives ACL messages from SIP_to_ACL
Agent, sends them to SA and then forwards them to ACL_to_SIP Agent.
ACL_to_SIP Agent (ASA) and SIP_to_ACL Agent (SAA). Since the
communication between server and mobile devices uses Session Initiation
Protocol (SIP), SAA and ASA convert ACL messages to SIP and SIP to ACL
messages, respectively.

3 Collaborative Downloading: the SOMA
Mobile users collaborate to reconstruct content . Collaborative downloading is
formed as a set of auctions where users compete to determine which parts of content
to download directly from the service server and which to exchange with other
users. In this article we propose Self-Organized Market Algorithm (SOMA) for
solving this problem. Energy-efficient collaborative downloading based on SOMA
has two phases: market formation and auctions.

3.1 Phase one: SOMA market formation
Inputs to the first SOMA phase are sets and , while the output is defined as an
association of every element in set
with one of the users from set . It is important
to note that in this phase of SOMA, every element of set
is associated with only
one user from set : this is the user which has to download the corresponding part of
the requested content directly from the service server via GPRS and who will act as
the initial seller of that content part in SOMA’s second phase. This is also the reason
why this first step of SOMA is called market formation.
SOMA’s market formation phase begins with each mobile user
calculating
her/his own utility function





(1)

where
indicates the battery charge level and
the
signal strength level of user
’s mobile device, while
and
are nonnegative constants defining the importance of battery charge level and signal strength
level, respectively. While the
and
values are individual characteristics of
every particular mobile user ,
and
are predefined by the telco and are
common to all mobile users .
Afterwards, each mobile user
collects the values of the utility functions
(
) of all other users. User
can then calculate the number of
content parts
which she/he has to download directly from the service server as



(2)

where
(3)
Formula (3) denotes that sum of parts downloaded on all mobile devices in the
mobile ad hoc network is equal to entire content.

3.2 Phase two: SOMA auctions
The input to the SOMA auctions phase is the output from the SOMA market
formation phase, while the output is defined as the system state in which all users
from set
possess all the parts of set
and are therefore able to reconstruct the
requested content. In this algorithm phase, parts are exchanged between mobile users
via Bluetooth. Each user that possesses at least one part of the content is a seller in the
auctions and bids together with other sellers. Each user missing at least one part of the
content is a buyer in the auctions and starts auctioning for the parts she/he wants to
buy.
Seller bid prices are not explicitly determined by sellers but are implicitly
calculated by buyers. Buyer
calculates bid price
for part
of seller
as
follows
(4)
where
presents user
’s production costs for part
the delivery costs for part
from seller
to buyer .

and

denotes

The production cost is calculated by a seller as follows





(5)

represents the antipheromone for user
’s part
, while
and
are non-negative constants defining the importance of the battery
charge level and the antipheromone, respectively. After user
sells part ,
is set to the highest possible value (i.e. 100). As time passes, the antipheromone value
decreases: after a while antipheromone is equal to 0 (i.e. the lowest possible value)
and stays that way until user
sells part
again. The usage of the antipheromone
creates balance in the market.
The delivery cost is calculated by buyer as
where





(6)

where
represents the number of content parts that user
has already bought
from user
and
represents the number of content parts that user
has
already sold to user , while
and
are non-negative constants defining the
importance of
and
, respectively.

4 Simulation: A Proof-of-Concept Scenario
Our simulation results compare today’s standard approach to mobile service
provisioning (i.e. plain mode) with collaborative download mode. In plain mode each
mobile user communicates only with a service server and downloads the whole
desired content autonomously via certain mobile network technology. In
collaborative download mode mobile users interested in the same content collaborate
and download the desired content together. Content on the service server is divided
into several parts and each part can be downloaded independently from the service
server via certain mobile network technology and afterwards exchanged with other
mobile users via certain ad hoc network technology.

4.1 SOMA pre-phase: group formation
Before the SOMA begins, group of users in collaboration must be specified (i.e.
SOMA pre-phase: group formation, described in section 2.2). Fig. 2 shows agents’
communication during the group formation phase. For clarity, we have not included
ASA and SAA in Fig. 2, but every message sent by mobile user firstly goes through
SAA who converts SIP message into ACL message and forwards it to corresponding
MA. Analogously, every message sent to mobile user firstly goes through ASA who

Figure 2 Group formation

makes new SIP message from received ACL message. In our proof-of-concept
scenario there are six mobile users (
) that are subscribers of a
telco. Each user first sends SUBSCRIBE message to log-in. Afterwards, the whole
system is on hold until one of the users requires (i.e. ) the certain (group-oriented)
service. When such request occurs, the belonging MA sends REQUEST (for service)
message to the SA. Afterwards, the SA sends REQUEST (for group) message to the
PA who fetches user profiles stored in the semantic repository through REQUEST (for
users) message sent to RA. After having performed the location filtering and
clustering, the PA returns IMEIs of users in the same group as the requesting user ,
because for them it is most likely that they would share user’s interest in requested
service. SA sends PROPOSE (for service) messages to all members of formed group,
except to initiating user (i.e. users
and ). SA is then blocked until it gets
all of the answers or timeout occurs. It is very important to set a timeout to prevent a
deadlock. Each MA can accept the proposition by sending back an
ACCEPT_PROPOSAL (for service) message, or refuse it by sending
REJECT_PROPOSAL (for service) message. All messages that SA did not receive
before timeout occurred, are considered as REJECT_PROPOSAL (for service)
messages. At last, the SA then sends INFORM (for group) message to those MAs
which confirmed their interest in the movie (i.e.
, where
and
). Afterwards the download can be started with
the SOMA phase one (i.e. market formation).

4.2 Phase one: SOMA market formation
After group formation, in our system there are four mobile users (
) while the
content on the server is divided into five parts (
) where each part is size of 67
KB. Data in Tab. 2 shows battery charge
and signal strength
levels of each
mobile device at moments and .
Table 2. The battery charge and signal strength levels at moments (beginning of the SOMA)
and (some moment during the SOMA phase two)

68
92

58
92

26
54

20
53

65
55

63
66

37
83

34
88

Each mobile user
calculates the number of parts that she/he must download
using the data in Tab. 2, formula (1) with parameters set to
and
formula (2)
(7)
Users then download designated parts directly from the service server via GPRS.
The resulting distribution of parts at the end of the SOMA market formation phase
(i.e. moment ) is shown in Tab. 3. Mobile user
sets antipheromone value for

downloaded parts to the lowest possible value. During the second SOMA phase users
exchange content parts via Bluetooth. Pairs of exchanging users are determined by an
auction mechanism.
Table 3. Antipheromone values at moments

0
0

100
66

31
6
56

0
68
12

and

35
22
51
11
89

0

0

74

4.3 Phase two: SOMA auctions
At some moment
user
starts a new auction for missing parts (i.e. parts
and
and collects sellers’ production costs. Sellers calculate production costs using
formula (5) with the associated parameters set to
and the data
from Tab. 2 and Tab. 3
(8)
Now user
Tab. 4

can calculate sellers’ delivery costs using formula (6) and the data from
(9)

Finally, user
can calculate sellers’ bids using formula (4) with data calculated with
formulas (8) and (9)
(10)
Since, the price
, according to (10), is the lowest, user
download part
via Bluetooth from user .
Table 4. The number of bought and sold parts for user
2
0

0
1

0
1

decides to

at moment
2
0

In our simulation overall energy consumption is calculated as a size of chunk
multiplied by mobile devices’ characteristic energy consumption per bit shown in
Tab. 1. Chunk is the information unit which includes only data packets in plain mode
and both data packets and gossip messages in collaborative download mode. Gossip
messages are used to propagate content availability information through users’ bids in
SOMA auctions. Despite gossip messages that present message overhead, the
presented collaborative download mode consumes only 0.48 J, while the same fourmobile-user scenario in plain mode consumes 1.52 J of mobile users’ energy.

Figure 3 Energy consumption: (a) in the system, (b) per mobile user
Additionally, energy consumption in system of two to six users is shown in Fig.
3(a): for six users collaborative download mode saves 75% of mobile devices’
energy. From Fig. 3(b) it is obviously that in plain mode each user downloads whole
content autonomously using GPRS, no matter how many users are in the system.
However, in collaborative download mode, whole content is downloaded in ad hoc
network just once using GPRS (see formula (3)) and for further chunk exchange
Bluetooth is used. Since, Bluetooth communication spends less energy than GPRS,
total sum of exchanged chunks divided with amount of users in the system is
decreasing with greater number of users in the system.

5 Conclusion
In ad hoc networks (e.g. Bluetooth-based network), every node acts as a router for
other nodes. Thus, collaboration at the network level can be resonated at the
application level. In this article we propose SOMA, an energy-efficient Bluetoothbased algorithm for users’ collaboration in mobile service provisioning. The
simulation results show a significant decrease of energy consumption of mobile users
for collaborative download mode in front of plain mode. This is of prime importance
since limited energy supply is one of the greatest challenges faced by both mobile
users and telcos.
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